
UBC 10 metre Air Pistol Target 
 
First, thank you for downloading this target and we hope you enjoy shooting at it. 
 
However, there are a few things you should know about the target. 
1) It is NOT an official ISSF or NSRA target. 
2) The dimensions are liable to distortion when printed on the average printer. 
3) The above mean that it is NOT useable in ISSF or NSRA contests and is NOT recognised by either organisation for 
competition work. 
4) In order to get 2 targets on to an A4 sheet the outer 2 scoring zones, that is the 1 and the 2 rings, have been left 
off. 
5) It IS designed to match the specifications issued by the ISSF and therefore on an average printer the exterior 
boundary diameter of the scoring rings is correct to the specifications issued on page 187 of the ISSF Rules manual 
2009 Edition (Second Printing, 01/2010) 
6) The main points of difference are the slightly thicker boundary lines (0.5mm as opposed to 0.1 to 0.2) as required 
by the specification above and the absence of the two lowest scoring rings. 
7) If you wish to use it for informal contests please do so and it is a useful practice target for those who shoot ISSF 
contests. 
 

Category Type: Are as follows 

1. Spring Pistol 2. Single Stroke Pistol & Multi Stroke Pistol 

3. Co2 & Brocock TACs  4. PCP & Target Co2 

Competitors can have one pistol in each category. 

 

Target Height: Height is set out at shooters discretion due people’s different statures 

 

Sights: Open sights in Four Categories &/or Optical in Four separate Categories 

 

Stance: Any preferred stance, that way one handed style pistols can also be used, but pistol must not be rested & 

shots must be taken at arm’s length. When submitting your score, you'll need to notify whether Double or Single 

Handed was used. 

 
Targets: Use the options of the new 10m targets, either:  

2 Roundel with 5 shots into each roundel 

1 Roundel or the ISSF target upon which ours is based. 10 shots into Roundel. If you are using these targets, scores 

lower than 3 do not count. 

4 Roundel Practice Target or either use 5 or 10 shots into Roundel for ultimate paper saving. Only use if confidently 

scoring 5 or above as any lower scores will not count 

 

Range: Set at 10 metres 

Shots: 10/15 practice shots, then 10 shots total on the target, maximum score 100. 

Date: 1st day to last day of each month. See Calendar for exact dates. 

Scoring: If the pellet breaks into two points, i.e 8 & 9, you score the highest number 

Leader Board: Each month your total percentage score will be added up. 

Submitting Scores: Once you have completed your target send your scores using our new Score Card to Jim via 

dagwood.ubc@gmail.com 

 

http://www.ubccompetition.btck.co.uk/CompetitionScorecards
mailto:dagwood.ubc@gmail.com

